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Parklet Program / Council Meeting Nov30,2021Item #9 

 

The Parklet Program in downtown has been enjoyed by some people. There are however several issues 
that need to be addressed.  

I would be in favor of extending the program for a year but not longer. We are still in the middle of the 
Covid pandemic and the future is uncertain. Making the program permanent is unwise at this time 

The parklet program may have helped some restaurants, but it hurt the other small businesses whose 
storefronts and signs are blocked. Places like the Discovery Shop (which is a non-profit) has been told 
they cannot use the sidewalks or parking spots in front of their shop. 

The Restaurant owners are getting thousands of square feet of free space, yet other businesses are 
being discriminated against and suffering.  

The sidewalks and streets need to be cleaned. Either the restaurants should pay for cleaning or there 
should be a monthly fee for the city to clean the streets and sidewalks. Food on the ground is unsanitary 
and unsightly and a health hazard. 

The original Parklet program limited the number of restaurants that could participate, but now it is a 
free for all. A restaurant was not allowed to have the parking spots in front of their business unless it 
was not across from another parklet. Now the staff report recommends that it is O.K.  to have Parklets 
across from each other.  No one is monitoring the situation. People can’t walk on the sidewalk and all 
ADA rules are being ignored. Tables and chairs are not 6-10 feet apart. The current set up is dangerous 
as drivers can’t see beyond the barrels for oncoming traffic. The streets are very narrow making it 
difficult for fire or emergency vehicles to drive down the street. 

It was very surprising to see that there was no financial data in the staff report.  The Economic 
Development Coordinator should have provided the numbers to show if the parklet program is indeed a 
success and has added tax revenue to the city or not. There should be a cost recovery analysis prior to 
making a final decision. 

The $500-dollar annual fee suggested in the report is extremely low. Rental space in Downtown Los 
Altos is $3.50 a square foot each month.  The Parklet Program should be one which benefits restaurant 
owners, retail stores, other business owners as well as the city finances. We need a fairer and more 
balanced program where everyone wins. 

Sincerely 

Roberta Phillips 



From: Pat Marriot
To: Public Comment
Subject: PUBLIC COMMENT Item 9 November 30, 2021 parklets
Date: Sunday, November 28, 2021 2:17:46 PM
Attachments: downtown sales tax 5.xlsx

Council Members:

The parklet staff report was written by our economic development coordinator, but there is
no economic information in the report.

One of the goals of the parklet program is to “Stimulate the local economy through increased
dining areas.”

How much stimulation are we hoping for?

I’m not arguing for or against parklets, but someone at City Hall should be able to quantify the
financial advantages (and disadvantages) of the program.

Our quarterly sales tax reports come from the county and do not break out sales tax from
downtown. The report does show that most of the “top 25” are not in the downtown

When I was on the Downtown Buildings Committee, several of us wondered how the new
construction downtown – e.g., Safeway, condos – impacted sales tax revenue. I checked with
LAVA and the Chamber of Commerce. Neither tracked downtown sales tax.

I put together my own spreadsheet (attached).

Regardless of COVID aberrations, someone at City Hall should be tracking and analyzing
downtown economics in a way that lets us determine what changes help or hurt city finances.

Council should have economic information specific to downtown before making decisions on
parklets, a theater or any other proposals.

            Pat Marriott
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